
 2021 Library Visit Interview Form 

Library Name: Columbus Public Library  

 

Certification Grade: 2 

 

Date of visit: September 14, 2021 

 

Library staff present at the visit: Lindsey Ganz 

 

SCLS staff present: Tamara Ramski   

 

Amount of time spent at visit: 1.5 hours 

 

[Please limit this section to the answers to the specific questions, and include as much detail as 

possible. Report other information or observations in the “other information” section below. 

 

1. How are you and your staff doing? 

 

They are doing okay. They have had their ups and downs. Morale of staff seemed better over 

the summer but seems to be lower again now that things are going back to being more 

restrictive due to COVID regulations. Lindsey said things get exhausting but that it is all worth 

it. They try to fit in fun and to focus on good things. 

 

a. What have you learned about yourself, your staff, and your community during the 

COVID-19 Pandemic? 

• Her staff is wonderful, they are resilient and good at meeting challenges.  

• They are creative, and that helps them discover new ways of doing things.  

• That even though it is hard and stressful to constantly be adjusting the way they are 

doing things, everything will be okay. 

 

b. What lessons learned will guide you going forward? 

• Keeping busy and focusing on finding solutions to problems helps reduce their 

anxiety.  

• It is beneficial to be pro-active instead of reactive. Anticipating new service needs 

helped them be ahead of the game. They did not wait to see how long COVID 

would last before they started implementing changes. 

• To not be afraid of making mistakes, that even the mistakes have lessons in 

them.  

 

2. Are there service changes or new services arising from COVID that you may continue moving 

forward? 

a. Is there anything SCLS can do to help? 

 

• Virtual, or hybrid, programming will continue. 



•  They would like a better equipment set-up for hybrid presentations. 

• The Columbia County Virtual Project (events are shared amongst Columbia County 

libraries) will continue, maybe with one “big name” performer or event.  

• New videos will be produced for their YouTube Channel and possibly their local 

cable channel (a “Library Hour” program).  

• They will be using their Annex building as a “mini library” and for holds pick-ups.   

• During the COVID lockdown, library staff developed a greater understanding of 

what it means to be homebound. They plan on being more mindful of the needs of 

homebound patrons. They want to reach as wide an audience as possible. Being 

accessible virtually has helped them “keep their faces” in the community, people 

feel like they are familiar with the library staff even if they have never met. 

 

3. What has your library done since our last visit that you’re excited about? 

a. Are there any memorable moments that stand out? 

• They won an award! Their “Inspector Pig” video won the 2021 Best of the Midwest 

Media Fest Award of Achievement in the Entertainment – Professional category.  

https://youtu.be/cb-pBfrhm28 

• People from out of state and other countries have participated with their virtual 

events. They have started including their time zone when promoting events.  

• They are planning an improvement project for their teen area in November. Deb has 

been a big help with planning for it. 

 

b. Was there a program or service that your community responded to (positively or 

negatively)? 

 

• They kept their calendar as full as ever…  

• Virtual programs including book clubs, mindfulness instruction, and genealogy 

were popular. 

• They are adding new videos each week to their YouTube channel. They enjoy 

producing them and have learned how to do video editing. 

• They offered take-home craft kits and recorded instructional videos for making 

the crafts. People liked the flexibility of having on-demand instructional videos. 

• They offered Piano 1 & 2 classes. They purchased four keyboards that patrons 

can borrow, or they could use their own.  

• Board game spotlights. They recorded videos about how to play a board game, 

and then put the game into circulation. The games have been popular check-

out items.  

 

4. Is there anything else you’d like to share or discuss? 

 

• The City of Columbus has a State of Emergency COVID-19 Face Covering and 

Testing/Vaccination policy. Lindsey was stressed about determining how the policy 

applies to staff versus volunteers versus contractors. She is seeking input to get clarity 

from the city and will continue to follow the city’s policies. She respects that people 

have different points of view, but finds it hard to implement and enforce things when 

people are at two extremes of opinion on COVID. She said she appreciates Mark Ibach 

listening to her concerns and answering her questions on this.  

 



• She feels her hands are tied with doing planning for the future. They will be working on 

a new strategic plan, but may put if off until there can be more in-person 

collaboration, or they may end up working on creating the plan fully virtually. She will 

be in touch with Shawn when they are ready.  

 

• They recently had a collection of yearbooks digitized and will be contacting me when 

they are ready to be trained on how to create metadata. After the metadata is 

created, the yearbooks will be added to Recollection Wisconsin.  

 

 


